Abstract. This paper is devoted to the problem of blob detection in manifold-valued images. Our solution is based on new definitions of blob response functions. We define the blob response functions by means of curvatures of an image graph, considered as a submanifold. We call the proposed framework Riemannian blob detection. We prove that our approach can be viewed as a generalization of the grayscale blob detection technique. An expression of the Riemannian blob response functions through the image Hessian is derived. We provide experiments for the case of vector-valued images on 2D surfaces: the proposed framework is tested on the task of chemical compounds classification.
Introduction
Blob detection [1] is a widely used method of keypoints detection in grayscale images. Informally speaking, blob detection aims to find ellipse-like regions of different sizes with similar intensity inside. Blobs are sought as local extremums of a blob response function. Several color blob detection algorithms were proposed in [2, 3] . Blob detection has applications in 3D face recognition, object recognition, panorama stitching, 3D scene modeling, tracking, action recognition, medical images processing, etc. Our goal is to propose a blob detection framework for the general setting of an image being a map between Riemannian manifolds. Our approach is based on a definition of blob response functions by means of image graph curvatures. Furthermore, we derive the expression of Riemannian blob response functions through image Hessian. This expression shows that Riemannian blob detection coincides with the classical blob detection framework for the grayscale case. Also this expression provides a more convenient way to calculate Riemannian blob response functions for vector-and manifold-valued images. Research of connections between image processing methods and image graph geometry is of its own interest. This research helps deeply understand traditional methods, provides insights and gives natural generalizations of classical methods to vector-valued and manifold-valued images [4] [5] [6] . Connections between the blob response functions and image graph curvatures were mentioned in papers [7, 8] . Our work is the first to accurately analyze this question in the general setting.
Contributions:
1. We are the first to provide a blob detection framework for the general setting of an image being a map between manifolds. This framework can be viewed as a generalization of grayscale blob detection. 
The Problem Introduction
Blob detection was firstly proposed for grayscale images on 2D Euclidian domain [1] . In [9] blob detection was generalized to 2D surfaces. Several approaches to generalization of blob detection to color case were proposed in [2, 3] . However, these approaches are based on global or local conversion of a color image to the grayscale, so they can't be used for manifold-valued images. Consider a grayscale image I(x) : X → IR on a smooth 2-dimensional manifold X. The blob detection framework by [9] is as follows:
1. Consider the image graph Gr as a submanifold embedded in X × Y . The grayscale and manifold-valued cases differ only by a co-dimension of the embedding. Then a formulation of the blob response through notions defined for all co-dimensions will give an immediate generalization to the manifoldvalued case. 2. What notions to use? The scalar and the mean curvatures are defined for all co-dimensions and are close to the determinant and the trace of the image Hessian respectively if tangent planes to Gr and to X are "close".
The Proposed Method

Used Notations
All functions and manifolds here and further are considered to be smooth. Consider m-and n-dimensional manifolds X and Y . Denote the (n+m
Further we identify X (resp. Y ) and related notions with i y (X) (resp. i x (Y )). The letters i, j, k, l (resp. α, β, γ) are used as indices for notions related to X (resp. Y ). The set {e i } (resp. {e α }) is an orthonormal basis of
where ∆ LB is the Laplace-Beltrami operator. 
Main Definitions and Theorems
The next theorem connects BR scalar and BR mean with the scale-space Hessian. The obtained expression provides a more convenient way for calculation of the Riemannian blob response functions.
The next corollary from Theorem 1 states that for the grayscale case Riemannian blob detection coincides with usual blob detection. This corollary allows to consider our method as a generalization of grayscale blob detection. BR scalar = BR det , the mean blob response is equal to the trace blob response (2):
Proof of the Theorem 1 Additional notations. Consider maps
} is a basis (not orthonormal) of TỹGr f , {e α : (e α , e i ) E = 0 ∀i ∀α} is a basis of Tỹ(Gr f ) ⊥ . Then {e i , e α } is a basis of TỹE. For a manifold M denote its metric as g(, ) M or , M , the Levi-Civita connection as ∇ M , a connection on a vector bundle E over M as ∇ E . Denote as P V (resp. P U V ) an orthogonal (resp. along a subspace U ) projection on a subspace V . Some minor formal details of the proofs are omitted due to the space constraints. , e α ) )e α . We apply the Leibniz rule to this expression and obtain the first statement. Recall that if f is injective then df is an isomorphism between f * T Y and T Y . This gives the second statement.
Proof. Consider the Hessian
Lemma 1. Let u, v ∈ T x X. Let ∇f (X) be the connection on Gr f induced by the isomorphismf . Let II be the second fundamental form of the submanifold Gr f of E with respect to the connection ∇f
Proof. Asf is injective, by Prop. 1:
Proof. By Proposition 1:
Proposition 3. Let IIf be the second fundamental form of the submanifold Gr f of E with respect to the connection ∇f (X) and II E be the second fundamental form with respect to the connection ∇ Gr f induced by
Proof. By properties of a second fundamental form of a normalized manifold: Riemannian blob detection with BR scalar as a blob response function is the best performing method. This shows the effectiveness of our approach. This particular method for vector-valued functions on 2D surfaces wasn't presented in the literature before.
Conclusion and Future work
We propose the Riemannian framework for blob detection in manifold-valued images. This framework is based on the definition of the blob response functions by means of the image graph curvatures. Our approach gives new methods for the uncovered problems and coincides with classical blob detection for the grayscale case. The experiments results show the effectiveness of the proposed approach. The next direction for the research is a generalization of our framework to the case of sections of non-trivial fiber bundles. In particular, such generalization will cover an important case of tangent vector fields.
